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Abstract 
The p-adic analogue of the real holomorphy ring is defined. With the introduction of the 
Kochen ring we obtain properties of the p-adic holomorphy ring which are similar to certain 
properties of the real holomorphy ring, proved by Schiilting (1979). 
0. Introduction 
This paper deals with the p-adic analogue of the real holomorphy ring HIIB(K), 
defined as the intersection of the valuation rings belonging to real places 
9: K 4 iwu ( a f. The analogy is to be understood in a wide sense, namely that [w is 
to be replaced not only by the p-adic number field Cl?,, but by an arbitrary finite 
extension E of Q,. We show that H,(K) has properties which are similar to certain 
properties of H,(K), proved by Schiilting [6]. 
In the case of an unramijed extension E of Q,, a proof was given in [l], using the 
Kochen ring of type (l,,f) as defined in [4]. The proof in the general case was obtained 
later by Roquette [S] who, for this purpose, introduced the Kochen ring RE( K) of 
type E. This notion seems to be of interest for its own sake and can be considered as 
a valuable complement to [4, Section 61. 
After studying the relationship between p-valuations a p-adic places in Section 1, we 
reduce in Section 2 the proof of the properties of HE(K) to a condition which states 
that a certain set of p-valuations is “saturated”. The fact that this condition is always 
satisfied turns out to be a consequence of properties of the Kochen ring RE( K), which 
are proved in Section 3. 
Notations. For any (Krull) valuation c’ of K, we denote by O,., i”,., OK, K,. its valuation 
ring, maximal Ideal, value group, residue field, respectively. II @, If, and K 9 have 
similar meanings with respect to a place .Y of K. 
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For any finite extension E of Q,,, the subscript E in the notations OE, NE, etc. refers 
to the unique prolongation cE to E of the p-adic valuation c,, of QP, whose valuation 
ring is denoted by Z’,,. 
1. p-valuations and p-adic places 
Let K be a held of characteristic zero. A valuation L’ of K is called a p-ualuution, if 
there are integers e,. 2 1 and ,j;. 2 1 with the following properties: There exist exactly 
e,. elements ;’ E aK such that 0 < ;q I UP, and ,f;. is the degree of K,. over its prime field. 
It is obvious that in this case K,. is a field of p’, elements and that up = e,. . m, where IX 
is the smallest positive element of rK; moreover, Z - CIC is the smallest nontrivial 
convex subgroup of UK (and is equal to cK if and only if L’ has rank one). 
We recall that, for any convex subgroup d of tK, the valuation L’ of K decomposes 
in a valuation ti of K, defined by 
tin = cu + d (a E K\(O)), 
with value group tiK = rK/A and valuation ring Oi. ZJ O,., and a valuation c of the 
residue field Ki. of ti. defined by 
rY( LI + N,.) = CL1 (II E fl,.), 
with value group A, valuation ring (I,./. Ni. and residue field isomorphic to K,.. On the 
other hand, for any couple of valuations ~3 of K and u of K,,., there is a unique 
valuation c of K (up to equivalence) such that w = ti and u = d. If d is the smallest 
nontrivial convex subgroup of UK, the d and i are called the course and the crntrul 
valuation, respectively, belonging to ~1. In particular, if ~1 is a p-valuation of K and 
d = L -m, then we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.1. (a) (Ii. is eyud to the ring qf:fiactions ( Ol.).w, kvherr M = (p” 1.j E N f . 
(b) r’ is u p-vuluution qf’runk one with et = r,. und,f;. =,f;.. 
Proof. (a) Since p-l E O,.\O,. and Oi. is the smallest subring S of K such that 
0,. u ( p ’ ) G S, we have lli. s (O,.),,, . The equality holds since ti(,, -p-j) = tiu 2 0 for 
alluE0,.andjEN. 
(b) Since the residue field of r! is isomorphic to K,., we have ,f;. =,f;.. Since 
i;( r? + I’/,.) = ,j. crt (1 2 j i r,.) are the only positive elements of FK,: which are not 
larger than :p = cp, we have ri. = r,.. Moreover, ;K,; = Z - LT has rank one. 0 
Let E be a finite extension of Cl?,,. Then 11~ is a p-valuation of rank one, and E is 
a totally ramified (hence Eisenstein) extension of Q,,,,(, of degree Pi, where Q,,,, 
denotes the unique unramified extension of Q, of degree ,fI Moreover, (E,c,) is 
complete, and any valued field (K, c), such that c is a p-valuation of rank one, has 
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a completion of the form (E, oE) with e,. = eE and ,f,. =,f:. By part (b) the Proposi- 
tion 1.1, the same is true for the central valuation t? belonging to an arbitrary 
p-valuation c of K. This fact enables us to define the “type” of a p-valuation as follows. 
We say that a p-valuation c of K is ~j’type E, if E contains an isomorphic image of 
the completion of (K,:, i). In this case, e,. divides eE and,t. divides ,fE, and the canonical 
homomorphism from (Ii. onto Ki. obviously extends to a place .Y: K --t Eu { x 1. 
More precisely we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.2. For uny p-oduution I of K of r~,pe E there exists (I place 
9: K + Eu i M_ ) such thcit (I, = (Ii.. 
We are going to prove that also the converse is true. 
Proposition 1.3. For uny place .Y : K -+ E v [ MI j, rvhrre E is a,finite extension qf’Q,,, 
there ruists u p-ruluution c c$ K c?f type E such thut 0,; = 0,. 
Proof. We may assume that K P c E; then A = 0, AK + is a valuation ring of K fl of 
rank one, and therefore, .Yp- ‘A is a valuation ring of K which is strictly contained in 
0, and is maximal with respect to this property. Let I‘ be a valuation of K with 
0,. = ./pm ‘A; then rK has a smallest nontrivial convex subgroup A, and (I,, A are the 
valuation rings of L:, c, respectively. Obviously, c is a p-valuation of rank one; 
therefore, A = Z - LT for some rr E Z/1.\,- Ni. such that $ .Yrcj) = crrj (j = 1, . , e,.) are 
the only elements ;I E A with 0 < ;’ I C(.‘Pp) = ~‘p. They are also the only elements in 
r:K with this property, since d is a convex subgroup of cK. Moreover, u and t! have 
isomorphic residue fields; therefore, c is a p-valuation. Since (E, uE) contains a comple- 
tion of (K p, t!), r is of type E. 0 
2. The p-adic holomorphy ring H,(K) 
The real holomorphy ring H, = H,(K) of a field K is defined as the intersection 
nP,‘/, II,, where 9, = .YR( K) denotes the set of all places 9: K + Ru { cc ). We 
recall that <U;, is nonempty if and only if K is ,ftirmul/y red, that is, K admits an 
ordering or, equivalently, - l#CK’. Even in this case we may have HR = K; in fact, 
this occurs if and only if all orderings of K are archimedean. 
Denoting by ,tw = cln( K) the set of all valuation rings of K with formally real 
residue field, Schiilting [6] proved that for any formally real field K the following 
statements hold: 
(I,) H, = n,,,A. 
(2,) For any valuation ring 0 of K, HR G 0 implies 0 E (I~. 
(3,) H,,=Q[jl/(l +q)(y~1K’)]= (uEKIr+uEZK’forsomerEN). 
(4,) H, is a Priifer ring of K. 
Similarly, for any finite extension E of Q,, we introduce the p-adic holomorphy ring 
of K of type E, and we shall show that it has analogous properties. 
We say that K is,formully p-adic, of’type E, if K admits at least one p-valuation of 
type E. By Propositions 1.2 and 1.3, this occurs if and only if K admits at least one 
nontrivial place .Y’ : K + Eu ( x ). Let YE = .YE( K) be the set of all places of this 
type. The intersection n (pE ,,, (I+ is called the p-a& holomorphy ring qfK qftype E and 
will be denoted by HE = HE(K). Note that H, = K if and only if all p-valuations of 
K of type E have rank one. 
Let clE = (lE( K) be the set of all valuation rings of K whose residue field is formally 
p-adic of type E. From well-known facts about the composition of places (cf. [2, 
Section S]) we conclude the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.1. For any valuation ring 0 of K we have 0 E (I~ if’and only [f’(l, c O,fbr 
some .Y E ‘Y ’ I?. Therefore ( 0 $1 .Y E .y’,; ) c c/E unrl 
(1E) H, = fi 0. 
OEM, 
A nonempty set (1 of valuation rings of a field K is called suturuted if for any 
valuation ring 0 of K, n,,,G,, d’ c 0 implies that 0” z 0 for some 0” E II. From Proposi- 
tion 2.1 it follows that the analogue (2E) of (2,) holds if and only if (lE is saturated, and 
this occurs if and only if [ O,I .Y E YE) is saturated. 
Concerning the analogue (3E) or (3w,), we consider the subrings 
( ~~E,yUr.)M c Cl. &G9O,. of K, where 9is the set $(K) of all p-valuations of K of type 
E.’ Actually, these two rings are equal (since any prime number p’ # p is a unit in 
rjl.EYOt,), and from the propositions of Section 1 we conclude that Q .nr.E,VOr. 
= (nl.EYur)M c nVEg(ol.)M = nrE& = t-b,,,, 0  = HE. Therefore the analogue (3E) 
of (3Q) is valid if and only if in this inclusion the equality holds. 
Finally, the analogue of (4n) can be proved even in the following stronger form: 
(4E) HE is u Bezout ring of K, 
i.e., every finitely generated ideal of Hf: is principal and K is the field of quotients of 
H,. In fact, by the Principal Ideal Theorem (see 4, Section 6]), /jl.E,YO1. is a Bezout ring 
of K (since #K,. I pff for every L’ E 8) and so is its over-ring nl.E,YOi. = HE. 
In order to complete the analogy with the real case, we have still to prove that t/E is 
saturated and that HE = Q - n,_ :, (I,.. The proof will be given here under the hypothesis 
that the set {d,. 1 c E 9) is saturated. Later, in Section 3, we shall prove that this 
hypothesis is satisfied for 9 = SE (K) whenever this set is nonempty. 
Theorem 2.2. Assume that 9 is suturuted und let R = fl,.E~,O,.. Then 
(3E) HE = Q. R = RM, und 
(2E) ,for any vuluution ring 0 of K, H, E 0 implies 0 E ccE. 
‘Instead of 9 = 9&(K), we could consider any subset 9 of 9,.(E) which is sufficiently large in the sense that 
: 0, 1 L‘ E 9) = ( I)” E .v, ] 
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Proof. Since R is a Bezout ring of K, so is the over-ring CI! - R. In particular, Q - R is 
integrally closed and is therefore equal to rjBsB 0, where El is the set of all valuation 
rings of K which contain Q -R. For any 0 E (Eg we have R G 0; therefore, by assump- 
tion, 0,. 5 (I for some r E 3. Actually 0,. # 0, since pm1 E O\O,.; therefore 0;. c 0. We 
conclude that HE E nBsB 11 = Q - R, hence (3s) holds. Moreover, it follows that the set 
(Oi.ICE9) =, p ’ 0, 1 /p E .(fE) is saturated; therefore (2E) is true. 0 
3. The p-adic Kochen ring RE( K) 
For arbitrary integers e 2 1 and f’2 1, Prestel and Roquette introduced in 
[4, Section 61 the p-u&c Kochen operator qftype (e,,f) as 
ye,f(x) = j.((XPl - X) - (XP’ - x)-‘)-e 
and, for any field K of characteristic zero, the p-adic Kochen ring of’ type (e,f’) as the 
ring R,,, = R,./(K) of quotients of the form a/( 1 + p. h), with a, h E Z[y,.,( K)\( x 1 ] 
and 1 +p.h#O. 
This ring admits K as its field of quotients and is related to the p-valuations of K in 
the following way. Let 9e,f = 9,.f(K) be the set of all p-valuations of K such that 
e,. I e and .f;. divides,f; then we have (cf. [4, 6.8 and 6.91): 
3.1. For any valuution v qf K we have r E 9c,,r $‘und only f R,,, E II,. and up > 0. 
3.2. The integrul closure I$ R,,, is equal to the intersection n,.ESy,, O,., which is 
u Bezout (und thewforr u Priifrr) riny of K. 
In the case e = 1, even the following equality holds (cf. [4, 6.141): 
3.3. R,.f = nl.E,9, / O,.. 
Since a,,, is equal to the set of all p-valuations of type E = 0~~.~, it follows easily’ 
the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.4. In the case E = CL! P.J, if K is ,fbrmally p-odic of type E, then 9,., is 
suturuted und thert?fore satkfies the hypothesis qf Theorem 2.2. 
In this way, by the use of the Kochen ring R,.f( K), it was shown in [l] that, in the 
case E = Qp.j, for any field K which is formally p-adic of type E. the holomorphy ring 
HE(K) has the desired properties (2s) and (3s). On the other hand, in the general case, 
it was not possible to use of the Kochen ring R,,,(K), since, in general, there exists 
I‘ E Gr.[ which is not of type E (see [3]). 
In order to deal with the general case, Roquette [S] introduced, for an arbitrary 
finite extension E of Q,,, the notion of a Kochen ring of type E as a certain over-ring of 
R,.f( K). For its definition, the following facts are crucial. 
‘Actually. (3.3) is not needed for the proof of Corollary 3.4 (see the proof of Corollary 3.12). 
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Lemma 3.5. For given integers e 2 1 und,f 2 1, there exist only,finite/y muny extensions 
E qf Q, (within an ulyehraic closure of 62,) such thut eE = e und,fE =,f 
Proof. See [3, p. 2361 and the literature cited there. 0 
Lemma 3.6. 0,; = Z,,[fl] ,for some alyehruic integer p. 
Proof. We have 0, = Z,,[ a] for some c( E tIE, and OE = Z,,[/I] for any p E QE such that 
r,(p - x) I 2 (cf. [7, 3333). By the continuity of polynomial roots, any manic 
polynomial P E Z,[X] which is sufficiently proximate to the minimal polynomial of 
x over Q,, has a root j of this kind, and from Krasner’s lemma it follows that P is 
irreducible (cf. 12, Section 241). In particular, P may be chosen in Z[X]; then p is 
integral over L. 0 
Let E be a finite extension of Q,,. We choose (e,,f) such that eE I e and .fE dividesf, 
and we denote by E,, . . . , E, those finite extensions of QP for which eE, I e,fE, divides 
,f(i = 1, . . . ( r) and which cannot be imbedded in E. Finally, for i = 1, . . , r we choose 
an algebraic integer pi such that (YE, = Z,[Bi] and denote by F the product 
PI P, E Z[X] of the minimal polynomials Pi of /jj over Q. In the case r = 0 (which 
occurs if and only if eE = e = 1 and ,fE =,f) we set F = 1. 
Lemma 3.7. There is a k E N such that uE( F( u)) I k - uEp,for all a E E. 
Proof. Since OE is compact, there would otherwise be a sequence in OE which con- 
verges to a zero x of F, that is, a zero of Pi for some i E ( 1, . . , r ) . Therefore Bi + x 
would define an imbedding of E, = QJ,[/?~] into E, which is impossible. 0 
Choosing an integer k E N which satisfies Lemma 3.7, we consider the operator 
c&(X) =A- 
f’(X) 
and, for any field K, we denote by dEK the set of elements fiE(u) such that a E K and 
F(u) # 0. By means of dEK, the p-valuations of type E can be characterized within 
%./-. 
Proposition 3.8. Let o E S,.s; then Y is of type E if and only lf dEK E (I,,. 
Proof. Let K be the canonical homomorphism from (Ii. onto KC. 
(a) Let v be of type E; so we may assume K,; c E. For any a E 0,; we have F(a) E U,; 
and, by Lemma 3.7, v( F( a)) = v~( F( m)) I k - v,p = k - up; therefore u( S,( a)) 2 0. 
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Actually, this inequality holds for all a E K; in fact, if ~$0,; then uu < 0, u( F(a)) < 0 
and therefore u( 6,( u)) = k - up - u( F( u)) > 0. 
(b) Assume that u is not of type E; then the completion of (K,..,;) cannot be 
imbedded in (E, uE) and is therefore of the form (Ej, uE,) for somej E { 1, . . . , r 1. Since 
Bj is a root of F, we have uE,( F( 2)) > k - uE,(p) for all SI E Ej which are sufficiently 
proximate to pj. Since Ki. is dense in Ej, we can choose x = KU for some a E (Ii. with 
F(r) # 0. We conclude that u( F( a)) = i( F( 2)) > k-up and F(u) # 0; therefore 
6,(u) E&K and u(&(u)) < 0. 0 
In order to characterize the p-valuations of type E within the set of all valuations of 
K, we need the p-udic Kochen ring of type E, denoted by RE = RE( K) and defined as 
the ring of all quotients of the form u/(1 + p-b), with a, b E R,.,[6,K] and 
1 + p. h # 0. Note that this ring depends not only on E but also on the choice of e,.f; 
PI, , fir and k, and that RE = R,,, in the case r = 0, e = eE,,f=.fE. 
Let SE = SE(K) be the set of all p-valuations of K of type E; obviously SE E 9<,.(. 
For the set SE the following analogue of 3.1 holds. 
Theorem 3.9. For any valuation v qf K we huue L’ E SE [f und only jf RE G 0,. und 
up > 0. 
Proof. If u E GE, then u E &-, hence R e.f G 8,. and up > 0 by 3.1; from Proposition 3.8 
it follows that RE G f3,.. On the other hand, if RE G 0,. and up > 0, then R,,f G O,., 
hence u E 9,.s, by 3.1. Suppose that ~$9~; then dEK ?j 0,. by Proposition 3.8, contra- 
dicting RE G O,.. 0 
In the following corollary it can be considered as an analogue of [4,6.7 and 6.83. It 
characterizes those prime ideals of RE which occur as a center of some c E SE. 
Corollary 3.10. K isformally p-udic of type E (i.e. SE is nonempty) $‘und only if R, # K. 
In this cuse,,for any prime ideal 6 of R,, the following conditions ure equicrrlent: 
(i) CC, is a maximal ideul qf RE; 
(ii) p E 6; 
(iii) (5 = I K,. n RE ,for some u E LIE; 
in particular, p is conruined in the Jucohson rudicul of RE. 
Proof. If SE is nonempty, say u E QE, then by Theorem 3.9, p is a nonunit in 0,. and 
therefore also in the subring RE; hence RE # K. 
Assume that RE # K. We claim that p is a nonunit in S = R,.,[iiEK]. In fact; 
suppose p is a unit, and let s E S be arbitrary. Then s/p - l/p = d, when d, E S, and 
hence s = 1 + pds; it follows that the quotient field of S is contained in RE, a contra- 
diction. 
(i) + (ii): Since p is a nonunit in S, we have 1 + p. c # 0 for all c E S. Hence 
1 + pc E Rz by the definition of RE, and therefore 1 + pc $ (6. Suppose that p# 6; then 
p.; E lmod(G for some zeRE, say z = u/( 1 + p. h) with a, h E S; therefore 
1 + p . (h - a) E 6, a contradiction. 
(ii) 3 (iii): By the extension theorem (cf. [2, (9.7)]), there is a valuation u of K such 
that RE G 0,. and 6 = N,. n R,; therefore I: E SE, by Theorem 3.9. 
(iii) 3 (i): Since RE/6 is contained in the finite field K,., R&C is a field, too, and 
therefore 6 is a maximal ideal of RF:. 
Finally, from the existence of maximal ideals we conclude that gE is nonempty. 0 
It is well known that the integral closure R’ of any subring R of K is equal to the 
intersection fiOtBO, where B is the set of valuation rings (I of K such that R E 0 and 
h’n R is a maximal ideal of R (cf. [2, (10.8)]). From Theorem 3.9, Corollary 3.10 and 
from 3.2 and the inclusion R u,,T c RE we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.11. The integral closure Rk ofRE is equal to the intersection nr,E,V, O,., which 
is u Bezout (und ther+re u Pr@fer) ring of K. 
We are now able to generalize Corollary 3.4 to an arbitrary finite extension 
E of Q,,. 
Corollary 3.12. !fK isjtirmally p-adic of type E, then L&(K) is saturated and therefore 
sutisfies the hJ3pothe.G qf Theorem 2.2. 
Proof. Let 0 be a valuation ring of K which contains the ring S = nl,Eg, O,., and let 
.k’ be a maximal ideal of S which contains CC, = ,a0 nS; then S,, = n,., for some 
valuation c, of K with S G H,., z 8 and .//‘,., nS = .N (cf. [2, Section 1 I]). Since 
S = R& by Corollary 3.11, . N,. n RE = N n R, is a maximal ideal of RE by Corollary 
3.10, hence clp > 0. From Theorem 3.9 we conclude that 111 E SE. Therefore, SE is 
saturated. 17 
This corollary allows us to complete Section 3 by the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.13. Jf K is,fi)rmally p-adic oftype E, then HE(K) satisfies (lE), (2E), (3E), (4E) 
und, in particular, is equal to Q - Rk( K ). 
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